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FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to an article of

footwear including a boot, and methods of making an article of footwear.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Articles of footwear typically have at least two major

components, an upper that provides the enclosure for receiving the wearer's

foot, and a sole secured to the upper that is the primary contact to the ground

or playing surface. The footwear may also use some type of fastening system,

for example, laces or straps or a combination of both, to secure the footwear

around the wearer's foot. The sole may comprise three layers an inner sole, a

midsole and an outer sole. The outer sole is the primary contact to the ground

or the playing surface it generally carries a tread pattern and/or cleats or

spikes or other protuberances that provide the wearer of the footwear with

improved traction suitable to the particular athletic, work or recreational activity,

or to a particular ground surface.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] The embodiments can be better understood with reference to

the following drawings and description. The components in the figures are not

necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating the

principles of the embodiments. Moreover, in the figures, like reference

numerals designate corresponding parts throughout the different views.

[0004] F G . 1 is an isometric view of an embodiment of an article of

footwear with an example of a sole structure with an auxetic structure;

[0005] FIG. 2 is a cut away view of an embodiment of the article of

footwear shown in FIG. ;

[0006] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a bottom perspective view of

an embodiment of the article of footwear shown in F G . 1;

[0007] FIG. 4 shows a schematic diagram of a bottom view of the

portion of the sole of FIG. 3 in a compression configuration, in accordance with

exemplary embodiments;

[0008] FIG. 5 shows a schematic diagram of a bottom view of the

portion of the sole of F G . 3 in a relaxed configuration, in accordance with

exemplary embodiments;

[0009] FIG. 6 shows a schematic diagram of a bottom view of the

portion of the sole of FIG. 3 in an expansion configuration, in accordance with

exemplary embodiments;

[0010] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a sole structure prior to

impact with a playing surface, in accordance with exemplary embodiments;

[001 ] FIG. 8 is a cut away view of the sole structure of FIG. 7 , in

accordance with exemplary embodiments;

[0012] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a sole structure during an

impact with a playing surface, in accordance with exemplary embodiments;

[001 3] FIG. 10 is a cut away view of the sole structure of FIG 9 , in

accordance with exemplary embodiments;

[0014] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a sole structure after impact

with a playing surface, in accordance with exemplary embodiments;



[0015] FIG 12 is an enlarged view of the sole structure of FIG. 11

while in a compressed state, in accordance with exemplary embodiments;

[001 6] FIG. 13 is an enlarged view of the sole structure of FIG. 1

during a first stage of uncompressing, in accordance with exemplary

embodiments;

[0017] FIG. 14 is an enlarged view of the sole structure o F G. 11

during a second stage of uncompressing, in accordance with exemplary

embodiments; and

[001 ] FIG. 15 is a enlarged view of the sole structure of FIG. 11

while in an uncompressed state, in accordance with exemplary embodiments.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] As used herein, the term "auxetic structure" generally refers to

a structure that, when if is placed under tension in a first direction, increases its

dimensions in a direction that is orthogonal to the first direction. For example, if

the structure can be described as having a length, a width and a thickness,

then when the structure is under tension longitudinally, it increases in width. In

certain of the embodiments, the auxetic structures are bi-directional such that

they increase in length and width when stretched longitudinally and in width

and length when stretched laterally, but do not increase in thickness. Such

auxetic structures are characterized by having a negative Poisson's ratio. Also,

although such structures will generally have at least a monotonic relationship

between the applied tension and the increase in the dimension orthogonal to

the direction of the tension, that relationship need not be proportional or linear,

and in general need only increase in response to increased tension.

[0020] The article of footwear includes an upper and a sole. The sole

may include an inner sole, a midsole and an outer sole. The sole includes at

least one layer made of an auxetic structure. This layer can be referred to as

an "auxetic layer." When the person wearing the footwear engages in an

activity, such as running, turning, leaping or accelerating, that puts the auxetic

layer under increased longitudinal or lateral tension, the auxetic layer increases

its length and width and thus provides improved traction, as well as absorbing

some of the impact with the playing surface. Moreover, as discussed further,

the auxetic structure may reduce an adherence of debris and reduce a weight

of debris absorbed by the outer sole. Although the descriptions below onl

discuss a limited number of types of footwear, embodiments can be adapted for

many sport and recreational activities, including tennis and other racquet

sports, walking, jogging, running, hiking, handball, training, running or walking

on a treadmill, as well as team sports such as basketball, volleyball, lacrosse,

field hockey and soccer

[0021] An article of footwear is disclosed. The article of footwear

may generally have a sole having an upper surface and a base surface. The

base surface may include a ground contacting surface and a base surface.



The base surface may be closer to the upper surface than the ground

contacting surface. An auxetic structure is integrally formed into the base

surface

[0022] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a fristar-shaped

pattern.

[0023] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of fristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center.

[0024] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a fristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length.

[0025] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a fristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface

[0026] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of fristar-shaped



voids, each irisiar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first central angle with the second radial segment.

The first radial segment may have a second central angle with the third radial

segment. The first central angle and the second central angle may be

substantially equal in length.

[0027] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. The

first radial segment may have a first central angle with the second radial

segment. The first radial segment ma have a second central angle with the

third radial segment. The first central angle and the second central angle may

be substantially equal in length.

[0028] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first
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radial segment may be substantially aligned with a radial segment of another

one of the plurality of trisfar-shaped voids.

[0029] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. The

first radial segment may be substantially aligned with a radial segment of

another one of the plurality of tristar-shaped voids.

[0030] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. The

first radial segment may have a first central angle with the second radial

segment. The first radial segment may have a second central angle with the

third radial segment. The first central angle and the second central angle may

be substantially equal in length. The first radial segment may be substantially

aligned with a radial segment of another one of the plurality of tristar-shaped

voids.

[0031] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure ma include a recessed



surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

1,000 newtons.

[0032] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

ma be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a fristar-shaped

pattern. The tr star-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. The

first radial segment may have a first central angle with the second radial

segment. The first radial segment may have a second central angle with the

third radial segment. The first central angle and the second central angle may

be substantially equal in length. The first radial segment may be substantially

aligned with a radial segment of another one of the plurality of tristar-shaped

voids. The auxetic structure may include a recessed surface, the recessed

surface being spaced closer to the upper surface than the base surface. The

auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the base surface by at least

five percent in response to a compressive force applied to the auxetic structure.

The compressive force may be greater than 1,000 newtons.

[0033] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

1,000 newtons. The compressive force may result in a first increase in a first



surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may

result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than the

second increase.

[0034] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

1,000 newtons. The compressive force ma result in a first increase in a first

surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may

result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than the

second increase. The auxetic structure has a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a

separation distance between the ground contacting surface and the base

surface.

[0035] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the sole may have a first ground contacting

element and a second ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may

separate the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The first ground contacting element may have a first ground

contacting surface. The second ground contacting element may have a second

ground contacting surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second

ground contacting surface may form the ground contacting surface. The

auxetic structure may include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may

be spaced closer to the upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic

structure may increase a surface area of the base surface in response to a

compressive force applied to the auxetic structure reducing a separation

distance between the recessed surface and the base surface.

[0036] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped



pattern. The iristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. The

first radial segment may have a first central angle with the second radial

segment. The first radial segment may have a second central angle with the

third radial segment. The first central angle and the second central angle ma

be substantially equal in length. The first radial segment may be substantially

aligned with a radial segment of another one of the plurality of tristar-shaped

voids. The sole may have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first

ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting

surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may

include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface.

[0037] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure ma increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

1,000 newtons. The compressive force ma result in a first increase in a first



surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may

result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than the

second increase. The auxetic structure has a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a

separation distance between the ground contacting surface and the base

surface. The sole may have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first

ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting

surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may

include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface.

[0038] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the sole may have a first ground contacting

element and a second ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may

separate the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The first ground contacting element may have a first ground

contacting surface. The second ground contacting element may have a second

ground contacting surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second

ground contacting surface may form the ground contacting surface. The

auxetic structure may include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may

be spaced closer to the upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic

structure may increase a surface area of the base surface in response to a

compressive force applied to the auxetic structure reducing a separation

distance between the recessed surface and the base surface. The auxetic

structure may be constrained between the first ground contacting element and

the second ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may be



configured to move in a first direction, the first direction being norma! to the

bottom surface. The auxetic structure may be configured to move in a second

direction, the second direction being perpendicular to the first direction.

[0039] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. The

first radial segment may have a first central angle with the second radial

segment. The first radial segment may have a second central angle with the

third radial segment. The first centra! angle and the second central angle may

be substantially equal in length. The first radial segment may be substantially

aligned with a radial segment of another one of the plurality of tristar-shaped

voids. The sole may have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first

ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting

surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may

include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface. The auxetic structure may be constrained

between the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The auxetic structure may be configured to move in a first direction,



the first direction being normal to the bottom surface. The auxetic structure

may be configured to move in a second direction, the second direction being

perpendicular to the first direction.

[0040] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure ma increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

,000 newtons. The compressive force may result in a first increase in a first

surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may

result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than the

second increase. The auxetic structure has a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a

separation distance between the ground contacting surface and the base

surface. The sole may have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first

ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting

surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may

include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface. The auxetic structure may be constrained

between the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The auxetic structure ma be configured to move in a first direction,

the first direction being normal to the bottom surface. The auxetic structure

may be configured to move in a second direction, the second direction being

perpendicular to the first direction.



[0041] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the sole may have a first ground contacting

element and a second ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may

separate the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The first ground contacting element may have a first ground

contacting surface. The second ground contacting element may have a second

ground contacting surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second

ground contacting surface may form the ground contacting surface. The

auxetic structure may include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may

be spaced closer to the upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic

structure may increase a surface area of the base surface in response to a

compressive force applied to the auxetic structure reducing a separation

distance between the recessed surface and the base surface. The auxetic

structure may be constrained between the first ground contacting element and

the second ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may be

configured to move in a first direction, the first direction being normal to the

bottom surface. The auxetic structure may be configured to move in a second

direction, the second direction being perpendicular to the first direction. The

upper surface may be attached to an upper of an article of footwear.

[0042] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

ma be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a fristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. The

first radial segment may have a first central angle with the second radial

segment. The first radial segment may have a second central angle with the

third radial segment. The first central angle and the second central angle ma



be substantially equal in length. The first radial segment may be substantially

aligned with a radial segment of another one of the plurality of tristar-shaped

voids. The sole may have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first

ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting

surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may

include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface. The auxetic structure may be constrained

between the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The auxetic structure may be configured to move in a first direction,

the first direction being normal to the bottom surface. The auxetic structure

may be configured to move in a second direction, the second direction being

perpendicular to the first direction. The upper surface may be attached to an

upper of an article of footwear.

[0043] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

1,000 newtons. The compressive force may result in a first increase in a first

surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may

result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than the

second increase. The auxetic structure has a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a

separation distance between the ground contacting surface and the base



surface. The sole may have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first

ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting

surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may

include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface. The auxetic structure may be constrained

between the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The auxetic structure ma be configured to move in a first direction,

the first direction being normal to the bottom surface. The auxetic structure

may be configured to move in a second direction, the second direction being

perpendicular to the first direction. The upper surface may be attached to an

upper of an article of footwear.

[0044] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the sole may have a first ground contacting

element and a second ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may

separate the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The first ground contacting element may have a first ground

contacting surface. The second ground contacting element may have a second

ground contacting surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second

ground contacting surface may form the ground contacting surface. The

auxetic structure may include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may

be spaced closer to the upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic

structure may increase a surface area of the base surface in response to a

compressive force applied to the auxetic structure reducing a separation

distance between the recessed surface and the base surface. The auxetic

structure may be constrained between the first ground contacting element and



the second ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may be

configured to move in a first direction, the first direction being normal to the

bottom surface. The auxetic structure may be configured to move in a second

direction, the second direction being perpendicular to the first direction. The

upper surface may be attached to an upper of an article of footwear. An

adherence of debris onto the base surface may be at least 15 % less than an

adherence of debris onto a control sole. The control sole may be identical to

the sole structure except that the control sole does not include the auxetic

structure. The control sole may include a control base surface without an

auxetic structure formed into the control base surface.

[0045] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of tristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first tristar-shaped void of the plurality of tristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. The

first radial segment may have a first central angle with the second radial

segment. The first radial segment may have a second central angle with the

third radial segment. The first central angle and the second central angle may

be substantially equal in length. The first radial segment may be substantially

aligned with a radial segment of another one of the plurality of tristar-shaped

voids. The sole may have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first

ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting

surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may



include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface. The auxetic structure may be constrained

between the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The auxetic structure ma be configured to move in a first direction,

the first direction being normal to the bottom surface. The auxetic structure

may be configured to move in a second direction, the second direction being

perpendicular to the first direction. The upper surface may be attached to an

upper of an article of footwear. An adherence of debris onto the base surface

may be at least 1 % less than an adherence of debris onto a control sole. The

control sole may be identical to the sole structure except that the control sole

does not include the auxetic structure. The control sole may include a control

base surface without an auxetic structure formed into the control base surface.

[0046] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

,000 newtons. The compressive force may result in a first increase in a first

surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may

result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than the

second increase. The auxetic structure has a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a

separation distance between the ground contacting surface and the base

surface. The sole may have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first

ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting



surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may

include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface n response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface. The auxetic structure may be constrained

between the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The auxetic structure may be configured to move in a first direction,

the first direction being normal to the bottom surface. The auxetic structure

may be configured to move in a second direction, the second direction being

perpendicular to the first direction. The upper surface may be attached to an

upper of an article of footwear. An adherence of debris onto the base surface

ma be at least % less than an adherence of debris onto a control sole. The

control sole may be identical to the sole structure except that the control sole

does not include the auxetic structure. The control sole may include a control

base surface without an auxetic structure formed into the control base surface.

[0047] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the sole may have a first ground contacting

element and a second ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may

separate the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The first ground contacting element may have a first ground

contacting surface. The second ground contacting element may have a second

ground contacting surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second

ground contacting surface may form the ground contacting surface. The

auxetic structure may include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may

be spaced closer to the upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic

structure may increase a surface area of the base surface in response to a

compressive force applied to the auxetic structure reducing a separation

distance between the recessed surface and the base surface. The auxetic

structure may be constrained between the first ground contacting element and

the second ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may be



configured to move in a first direction, the first direction being norma! to the

bottom surface. The auxetic structure may be configured to move in a second

direction, the second direction being perpendicular to the first direction. The

upper surface may be attached to an upper of an article of footwear. An

adherence of debris onto the base surface may be at least 1 % less than an

adherence of debris onto a control sole. The control sole may be identical to

the sole structure except that the control sole does not include the auxetic

structure. The control sole may include a control base surface without an

auxetic structure formed into the control base surface. Following a 30 minute

wear test on a wet grass field, a weight of debris adsorbed to the base surface

may be at least 15% less than a weight of debris adsorbed to a control sole.

The control sole may be identical to the sole structure except that the control

sole does not include the auxetic structure. The control sole may include a

control base surface without an auxetic structure formed into the control base

surface.

[0048] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure includes a tristar-shaped

pattern. The tristar-shaped pattern may include a plurality of fristar-shaped

voids, each tristar-shaped void comprising a center and three radial segments

extending from the center. A first fristar-shaped void of the plurality of fristar-

shaped voids may include a first radial segment, a second radial segment, and

a third radial segment. The first radial segment, the second radial segment,

and the third radial segment may be substantially equal in length. The first

radial segment may have a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation

distance between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. The

first radial segment may have a first central angle with the second radial

segment. The first radial segment may have a second central angle with the

third radial segment. The first central angle and the second central angle may

be substantially equal in length. The first radial segment may be substantially

aligned with a radial segment of another one of the plurality of tristar-shaped

voids. The sole may have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first



ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting

surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may

include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface. The auxetic structure may be constrained

between the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The auxetic structure may be configured to move in a first direction,

the first direction being normal to the bottom surface. The auxetic structure

ma be configured to move in a second direction, the second direction being

perpendicular to the first direction. The upper surface may be attached to an

upper of an article of footwear. An adherence of debris onto the base surface

may be at least 5 % less than an adherence of debris onto a control sole. The

control sole may be identical to the sole structure except that the control sole

does not include the auxetic structure. The control sole may include a control

base surface without an auxetic structure formed into the control base surface.

Following a 30 minute wear test on a wet grass field, a weight of debris

adsorbed to the base surface may be at least % less than a weight of debris

adsorbed to a control sole. The control sole may be identical to the sole

structure except that the control sole does not include the auxetic structure.

The control sole may include a control base surface without an auxetic

structure formed into the control base surface.

[0049] The article of footwear including the integrally auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than



,000 newions. The compressive force may result in a first increase in a first

surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may

result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than the

second increase. The auxetic structure has a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a

separation distance between the ground contacting surface and the base

surface. The sole ma have a first ground contacting element and a second

ground contacting element. The auxetic structure may separate the first

ground contacting element and the second ground contacting element. The

first ground contacting element may have a first ground contacting surface.

The second ground contacting element may have a second ground contacting

surface. The first ground contacting surface and the second ground contacting

surface may form the ground contacting surface. The auxetic structure may

include a recessed surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a

surface area of the base surface in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure reducing a separation distance between the recessed

surface and the base surface. The auxetic structure may be constrained

between the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element. The auxetic structure may be configured to move in a first direction,

the first direction being normal to the bottom surface. The auxetic structure

may be configured to move in a second direction, the second direction being

perpendicular to the first direction. The upper surface may be attached to an

upper o an article o footwear. An adherence of debris onto the base surface

may be at least 1 % less than an adherence of debris onto a control sole. The

control sole may be identical to the sole structure except that the control sole

does not include the auxetic structure. The control sole may include a control

base surface without an auxetic structure formed into the control base surface.

Following a 30 minute wear test on a wet grass field, a weight of debris

adsorbed to the base surface may be at least 15% less than a weight of debris

adsorbed to a control sole. The control sole may be identical to the sole

structure except that the control sole does not include the auxetic structure.



The control sole may include a control base surface without an auxetic

structure formed into the control base surface.

[0050] A method of manufacturing a sole structure is disclosed. The

method of manufacturing a sole structure may generally include forming a sole

having an upper surface and a base surface. The base surface may include a

ground contacting surface and a base surface. The base surface may be

closer to the upper surface than the ground contacting surface. An auxetic

structure may be integrally formed into the base surface.

[0051] The method including integrally forming an auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

,000 newtons.

[0052] The method including integrally forming an auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

,000 newtons. The compressive force may result in a first increase in a first

surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may

result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than

the second increase.

[0053] A method of manufacturing a sole structure is disclosed. The

method of manufacturing a sole structure may generally include forming a sole

having an upper surface and a base surface. The base surface may include a

ground contacting surface and a base surface. The base surface may be

closer to the upper surface than the ground contacting surface. An auxetic

structure may be integrally formed into the base surface. The auxetic structure



may have a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a separation distance between the ground

contacting surface and the base surface.

[0054] The method including integrally forming an auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area o the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

1,000 newtons. The auxetic structure may have a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a

separation distance between the ground contacting surface and the base

surface.

[0055] The method including integrally forming an auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

1,000 newtons. The compressive force ma result in a first increase in a first

surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may

result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than

the second increase. The auxetic structure may have a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2

a separation distance between the ground contacting surface and the base

surface.

[0056] The method including integrally forming an auxetic structure

may be configured such that the auxetic structure may include a recessed

surface. The recessed surface may be spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface. The auxetic structure may increase a surface area of the

base surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force

applied to the auxetic structure. The compressive force may be greater than

,000 newtons. The compressive force may result in a first increase in a first

surface area of a first portion of the base surface. The compressive force may



result in a second increase in a second surface area of a second portion of the

base surface. The first increase may be at least five percent greater than

the second increase. The auxetic structure may have a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2

a separation distance between the ground contacting surface and the base

surface. The method including integrally forming an auxetic structure may

include providing an upper of an article of footwear and attaching the upper to

the upper surface.

[0057] Other systems, methods, features and advantages of the

embodiments will be, or will become, apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art

upon examination of the following figures and detailed description. It is

intended that ail such additional systems, methods, features and advantages

be included within this description and this summary, be within the scope of the

embodiments, and be protected by the following claims.

[0058] For clarity, the detailed descriptions herein describe certain

exemplary embodiments, but the disclosure herein may be applied to any

article of footwear comprising certain of the features described herein and

recited in the claims. In particular, although the following detailed description

discusses exemplary embodiments, in the form of footwear such as running

shoes, jogging shoes, tennis, squash or racquetbail shoes, basketball shoes,

sandals and flippers, the disclosures herein may be applied to a wide range of

footwear.

[0059] The term "sole structure", also referred to simply as "sole",

herein shall refer to any combination that provides support for a wearer's foot

and bears the surface that is in direct contact with the ground or playing

surface, such as a single sole; a combination of a sole and an inner sole; a

combination of a sole, a midsoie and an inner sole, and a combination of an

outer covering, a sole, a midsoie and an inner sole.

[0060] FIG. 1 is an isometric view of an embodiment o an article of

footwear 100. Article of footwear 100 may include upper 101 and sole structure

102, also referred to hereafter simply as sole 102. Upper 101 has a heel region

103, an instep or midfoot region 104 and a forefoot region 105. Upper 101 may

include an opening or throat 110 that allows the wearer to insert his or her foot



into the footwear. In some embodiments, upper 101 may also include laces

111, which can be used to tighten or otherwise adjust upper 101 around a foot.

The upper 101 may be attached to the sole 102 by any known mechanism or

method. For example, upper 101 may be stitched to sole 102 or upper 101

may be glued to sole 102.

[0061] The exemplary embodiment shows a generic design for the

upper. In some embodiments, the upper may include another type of design.

For instance, the upper 101 may be a seamless warp knit tube of mesh. The

upper 101 may be made from materials known in the art for making articles of

footwear. For example, the upper 101 may be made from nylon, natural

leather, synthetic leather, natural rubber, or synthetic rubber.

[0062] The sole 02 may be made from materials known in the art for

making articles of footwear. For example, the sole 102 may be made from

natural rubber, polyurethane, or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) compounds, and the

like. The sole may be provided by various techniques know in the art. n some

embodiments, the sole 102 may be provided as prefabricated. In other

embodiments, the sole 102 may be provided by, for example, molding the sole

102 in a molding cavity.

[0063] In some instances it is desirable to include non-clogging

functionality for surfaces spaced from the ground-contacting surface in order to

prevent debris from interfering with the ground-contacting surface. Accordingly,

in certain embodiments, the sole includes an auxetic structure integrally formed

into a base surface. For example, as shown in FIG. 2 , an auxetic structure is

integrally formed into base surface 212. As discussed further below, the

auxetic structure ma have various characteristics to expel debris adhered on

the sole.

[0064] The sole 102 may be constrained by an attachment to the

upper. As used herein, a surface is constrained when a shape of the surface

conforms to a shape of another surface. For example, the sole 102 may be

constrained to conform to a shape of the upper 101 . Similarly, the recessed

surface may be constrained by the shape of the upper. For example, the

recessed surface 207 of the sole 102 may be constrained to conform to a



shape of the upper 101. n another example, the upper surface 2 1 of the sole

102 may be constrained to conform to a shape of the upper 10 1.

[0065] In some embodiments, sole 102 may include at least one

protrusion that may be the primary ground-contacting surface (e.g . , ground-

engaging surface). For example, the protrusion may be configured to contact

grass, synthetic turf, dirt, or sand . As shown , for example, in FIGS. 1 and 2 ,

the sole 102 may include protrusion 106. The protrusion may include

provisions for increasing traction with a playing surface. Similarly, in various

embodiments, a base surface of the sole may be spaced from the ground-

contacting surface (e.g. , ground-engaging surface). For example, as shown in

FIGS. 1 and 2 , the base surface 2 12 of sole 102 may be spaced from the

protrusion 106 in the vertical direction .

[0066] The protrusion may have a ground contacting surface of

various shapes and/or sizes n some embodiments, the ground contacting

surface forms the ground-engaging surface of the sole 102. For example, as

shown in FIG. 2 , the protrusion 1 6 has ground contacting surface 108 that

forms the ground-engaging surface. Similarly, the protrusion may have various

heights in different embodiments. For example, as shown in FIG. 2 , the

protrusion 106 has a separation distance 107 that spaces the ground-engaging

surface from the base surface 2 12 . The separation distance may extend

between a base surface of the sole and the ground contacting surface of the

sole. For example, separation distance 107 extends between base surface 2 12

of sole 102 and ground contacting surface 108. In some embodiments, the

base surface is spaced closer to the recessed surface than to the ground

contacting surface. For example, as shown in FIG. 2 , the base surface 212 is

spaced closer to the recessed surface 207 than to the ground contacting

surface 108. In other embodiments, the base surface is spaced equidistant to

the recessed surface and to the ground contacting surface (not shown ) .

[0067] in the various embodiments, the sole may include any number

of protrusions that may have one or more features of protrusion 106. For

example, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 , protrusion 109 may be substantially



similar to protrusion 106. In other embodiments, the protrusion 106 may be

different from other protrusions of the sole (not shown).

[0068] The protrusions may be arranged in any protrusion pattern on

the sole. For example, in the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 2 , the sole

102 has rectangular shaped protrusions positioned along medial and lateral

sides of the article. In other embodiments, the sole may have protrusions

centered between the medial and lateral sides of the article (not shown). In

some embodiments, the protrusions form a particular pattern throughout the

exposed surface of the sole 102 (not shown). While embodiments of FIGS. 1-

5 are illustrated with the same protrusion pattern (arrangement), it is

understood that other protrusion patterns may be used. The arrangement of

the protrusions may enhance traction for a wearer during cutting, turning,

stopping, accelerating, and backward movement.

[0069] n some embodiments, the various protrusions may have

similar or even identical shapes. For example, protrusion 106 and protrusion

109 may have a rectangular shape. In other embodiments, at least one of the

protrusions may have a different shape from another protrusion. In some

embodiments, the protrusions may have a first set of identically shaped

protrusions and/or a second set of identically shaped protrusions.

[0070] In some embodiments, the protrusions may have the same

height, width, and/or thickness as each other. For example, protrusion 106 and

protrusion 09 may have a separation distance 107 that spaces ground

contacting surface 108 from the base surface 212. In other embodiments, the

protrusions may have different heights, different widths, and/or different

thicknesses from each other. In some embodiments, a first set of protrusions

may have the same height, width, and/or thickness as each other, while a

second set of protrusions may have a different height, width, and/or thickness

from the first set of protrusions.

[0071] An auxetic structure may be integrally formed into the base

surface by forming voids of various depths. In some embodiments, the

recessed surface is spaced closer to the upper surface than the base surface.

For example, as shown in FIG. 2 , the recessed surface 207 is spaced closer to



the upper surface 2 1 than the base surface 212 Similarly, in certain

embodiments, the recessed surface is spaced closer to the upper surface than

the ground contacting surface. For example, as shown in F G. 2 , the recessed

surface 207 is spaced closer to the upper surface 2 11 than a ground contacting

surface 108 of a protrusion 108. In other embodiments, the recessed surface is

spaced closer to the ground contacting surface than the upper surface (not

shown).

[0072] The auxetic structure 140 may be constrained by the various

protrusions of the sole 102. In some embodiments, the auxetic structure is

constrained between the first ground contacting element and the second

ground contacting element. For example, the auxetic structure 140 is

constrained between protrusion 106 and protrusion 109, thereby preventing the

auxetic structure 140 from extending beyond the protrusion 106 and a

protrusion 109.

[0073] in some embodiments, the auxetic structure is constrained

between the first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element such that the auxetic structure is configured to move in multiple

directions. For example, the auxetic structure 140 is constrained between

protrusion 106 and protrusion 109 such that the auxetic structure 140 is

configured to move in a first direction and a second direction. In the example,

the first direction is normal to the bottom surface and the second direction is

perpendicular to the first direction.

[0074] In other embodiments, the auxetic structure is constrained

between a first ground contacting element and the second ground contacting

element such that the auxetic structure is configured to move in a single

direction. For example, the auxetic structure 140 is constrained between

protrusion 106 and protrusion 109 such that the auxetic structure 140 is

configured to move in the first direction.

[0075] FIG. 3 is a bottom perspective view of an embodiment of an

article of footwear. This figure shows the auxetic structure 140. Auxetic

structure 140 may have a heel region 123, an instep or midfoot region 124, and

a forefoot region 125 as shown in FIG. 3 .



[0076] The auxetic structure may be various shapes and sizes. As

used herein, an auxetic structure may have a negative Poisson's ratio. n some

embodiments, the auxetic structure may have a particular shape that results in

a negative Poisson's ratio. For example, as shown in FIG. 3 , the auxetic

structure 40 may have a tristar-shaped pattern. In another example, the

auxetic structure is an auxetic hexagon that stretches toward a square-shaped

pattern n other embodiments, the auxetic structure is formed of a material

having an auxetic characteristic. For example, the auxetic structure 140 may

be formed using foam structures having a negative Poisson's ratio. In some

embodiments, the auxetic structure 140 may form more than seventy percent of

the exposed surface of the sole 102. In other embodiments, the auxetic

structure forms less than seventy percent of the sole 102. For example, the

auxetic structure 140 may extend in a midfoot region 124 and the auxetic

structure may be omitted from the heel region 123 and forefoot region 125 (not

shown).

[0077] In the exemplary embodiment, auxetic structure 140 has a

tristar-shaped pattern having radial segments that are joined to each other at

their center. The radial segments at the center may function as hinges,

allowing the radial segments to rotate as the sole is placed under tension. This

action may allow the portion of the sole under tension to expand both in the

direction under tension and in the direction in the plane of the sole that is

orthogonal to the direction under tension. Thus, the tristar-shaped pattern may

form an auxetic structure 140 for sole 102 for facilitating a non-clogging

functionality of the sole 102, which is described in further detail below. As

previously noted, in other embodiments, other shapes and/or patterns that

result in a negative Poisson's ratio may be used. In certain embodiments, the

auxetic structure is formed using a material having an auxetic characteristic.

[0078] As shown in FIG. 3 , auxetic structure 140 includes a plurality

of tristar-shaped voids 131 , also referred to simply as voids 131 hereafter. As

an example, an enlarged view void 139 of plurality of voids 131 is shown

schematically within FIG. 3 . In some embodiments, voids may extend between

the base surface and the recessed surface. For example, voids 131 may



extend between the base surface 2 2 and the recessed surface 207. in other

embodiments, the voids may extend between the base surface and the upper

(not shown). Void 139 is further depicted as having a first radial segment 141 ,

a second radial segment 142, and a third radial segment 143 Each of these

portions is joined together at a center 144. Similarly, in some embodiments,

each of the remaining voids in voids 131 may include three radial segments

that are joined together, and extend outwardly from, a center.

[0079] in some embodiments, the radial segments are substantially

equal in length. As used herein, lengths may be substantially equal when a

difference between lengths is less than 0 percent. For example, as shown in

FIG. 3 , the first radial segment 141 , a second radial segment 142, and a third

radial segment 143 are substantially equal in length. Similarly, in some

embodiments, two of the radial segments are substantially equal in length and

one of the radial segments is different (not shown). Moreover, in various

embodiments, the length of a radial segment may be less than a separation

distance 107 between the ground contacting surface and the base surface. For

example, as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 , the length 160 of the second radial

segment 142 is less than 1/2 of a separation distance 107 between the ground

contacting surface 108 and the base surface 212. in other embodiments, the

length is between 1/50 and 1/2 of the separation distance. For example, as

shown, the length 160 is between 1/50 and 1/2 of the separation distance 107.

[0080] Generally, each void in plurality of voids 131 may have any

kind of geometry. In some embodiments, a void may have a polygonal

geometry, including a convex and/or concave polygonal geometry. In such

cases, a void may be characterized as comprising a particular number of

vertices and edges (or sides). In an exemplary embodiment, voids 13 1 may be

characterized as having six sides and six vertices. For example, void 139 is

shown as having first side 151 , second side 152, third side 153, fourth side

154, fifth side 155 and sixth side 156. Additionally, void 39 is shown as

having a first vertex 161 , second vertex 162, third vertex 163, fourth vertex 164,

fifth vertex 165 and sixth vertex 166. It may be appreciated that in the

exemplary embodiment, the some of the vertices (e.g., first vertex 161 , third



vertex 63 and fifth vertex 165) may not be arc-like vertices. Instead, the

edges joining at these vertices may be straight at these vertices to provide a

more pointed vertex geometry. In contrast, in the exemplary embodiment,

some vertices may have arc-like geometries, including second vertex 162,

fourth vertex 164 and sixth vertex 166.

[0081] in one embodiment, the shape of void 139 (and

correspondingly of one or more of voids 131) could be characterized as a

regular polygon (not shown), which is both cyclic and equilateral. In some

embodiments, the geometry of void 139 can be characterized as triangles with

sides that, instead of being straight, have an inwardly-pointing vertex at the

midpoint of the side (not shown). The reentrant angle formed at these

inwardly-pointing vertices can range from 180° (when the side is perfectly

straight) to, for example, 120° or less.

[0082] The shape of void 139 ma be formed of other geometries,

including a variety of polygonal and/or curved geometries. Exemplary

polygonal shapes that may be used with one or more of voids 131 include, but

are not limited to: regular polygonal shapes (e.g., triangular, rectangular,

pentagonal, hexagonal, etc.) as well as irregular polygonal shapes or non-

polygonal shapes. Other geometries could be described as being quadrilateral,

pentagonal, hexagonal, heptagonal, octagonal or other polygonal shapes with

reentrant sides. In still other embodiments, the geometry of one or more voids

need not be polygonal, and instead voids could have any curved and/or non

linear geometries, including sides or edges with curved or non-linear shapes.

[0083] In the exemplary embodiment, the vertices of a void (e.g., void

139) may correspond to interior angles that are less than 180 degrees or

interior angles that are greater than 180 degrees. For example, with respect to

void 139, first vertex 161 , third vertex 163 and fifth vertex 165 may correspond

to interior angles that are less than 180 degrees. In this particular example,

each of first vertex 161 , third vertex 163 and fifth vertex 165 has an interior

angle A 1 that is less than 180 degrees. In other words, void 139 may have a

locally convex geometry at each of these vertices (relative to the outer side of

void 139). In contrast, second vertex 162, fourth vertex 164 and sixth vertex



66 may correspond to interior angles that are greater than 80 degrees n

other words, void 139 may have a locally concave geometry at each of these

vertices (relative to the outer side of void 139).

[0084] In various embodiments, the depicted voids have central

angles that are substantially equal. As used herein, angles are substantially

equal when within 10 degrees of each other, within 5 degrees of each other,

within 2 degrees of each other, etc. In some embodiments, the first central

angle and the second central angle are substantially equal. For example, as

shown in FIG. 3 , the first central angle 115 and the second central angle 116

are substantially equal. Similarly, in various embodiments, the first central

angle and the third central angle are substantially equal. For example, as

shown in FIG. 3 , the first central angle 11 and the third central angle 11 are

substantially equal.

[0085] Although the embodiments depict voids having approximately

polygonal geometries, including approximately arc-like vertices at which

adjoining sides or edges connect, in other embodiments some or ail of a void

could be non-polygonal. In particular, in some cases, the outer edges or sides

of some or ail of a void may not be joined at vertices, but may be continuously

curved. Moreover, some embodiments can include voids having a geometry

that includes both straight edges connected via vertices as well as curved or

non-linear edges without any points or vertices.

[0086] in some embodiments, voids 131 may be arranged in a

regular pattern on auxetic structure 140. In some embodiments, voids 131 may

be arranged such that each vertex of a void is disposed near the vertex of

another void (e.g., an adjacent or nearby void). More specifically, in some

cases, voids 131 may be arranged such that every vertex that has an interior

angle less than 180 degrees is disposed near a vertex that has an interior

angle greater than 180 degrees. As one example, fourth vertex 164 of void 139

is disposed near, or adjacent to, a vertex 191 of another void 190. Here, vertex

191 is seen to have an interior angle that is less than 180 degrees, while fourth

vertex 164 has an interior angle that is greater than 180 degrees. Similarly,

fifth vertex 165 of void 139 is disposed near, or adjacent to, a vertex 193 of



another void 192. Here, vertex 93 is seen to have an interior angle that is

greater than 180 degrees, while fifth vertex 165 has an interior angle that is

greater than 180 degrees.

[0087] In various embodiments, the radial segments of one void may

be substantially aligned with a radial segment of another one of the voids. As

used herein, radial segments may be substantially aligned when a difference in

angle between the radial segments is less than 5 degrees. For example, as

shown in FIG. 3 , the first radial segment 141 of void 139 may be substantially

aligned with a radial segment 158 of void 159 of the voids 131 .

[0088] The configuration resulting from the above arrangement may

be seen to divide auxetic structure 140 into smaller geometric portions, whose

boundaries are defined by the edges of voids 131 . In some embodiments,

these geometric portions may be formed of sole portions which are polygonal in

shape. For example, in the exemplary embodiment, voids 131 are arranged in

a manner that defines a plurality of sole portions 200, also referred to hereafter

simply as sole portions 200. In other embodiments, the sole portions have

other shapes.

[0089] Generally, the geometry of sole portions 200 may be defined

by the geometry of voids 13 1 as well as their arrangement on auxetic structure

140. In the exemplary configuration, voids 131 are shaped and arranged to

define a plurality of approximately triangular portions, with boundaries defined

by edges of adjacent voids. Of course, in other embodiments polygonal

portions could have any other shape, including rectangular, pentagonal,

hexagonal, as well as possibly other kinds of regular and irregular polygonal

shapes. Furthermore, it will be understood that in other embodiments, voids

may be arranged on a sole to define geometric portions that are not necessarily

polygonal (e.g., comprised of approximately straight edges joined at vertices).

The shapes of geometric portions in other embodiments could vary and could

include various rounded, curved, contoured, wavy, nonlinear as well as any

other kinds of shapes or shape characteristics.

[0090] As seen in FIG. 3 , sole portions 200 may be arranged in

regular geometric patterns around each void. For example, void 139 is seen to



be associated with first polygonal portion 20 , second polygonal portion 202,

third polygonal portion 203, fourth polygonal portion 204, fifth polygonal portion

205 and sixth polygonai portion 206. Moreover, the approximately even

arrangement of these polygonal portions around void 139 forms an

approximately hexagonal shape that surrounds void 139.

[0091] n some embodiments, the various vertices of a void may

function as a hinge. In partscuiar, in some embodiments, adjacent portions of

material, including one or more geometric portions (e.g., polygonal portions),

may rotate about a hinge portion associated with a vertex of the void. As one

example, each vertex of void 139 is associated with a corresponding hinge

portion, which joins adjacent polygonal portions in a rotatabie manner.

[0092] In the exemplary embodiment, void 139 includes hinge portion

210 (see FIGS. 4-6), which is associated with first vertex 161 . Hinge portion

210 is comprised of a relatively small portion of material adjoining first

polygonal portion 201 and sixth polygonai portion 206. As discussed in further

detail below, first polygonai portion 201 and sixth polygonal portion 206 may

rotate (or pivot) with respect to one another at hinge portion 210. n a similar

manner, each of the remaining vertices of void 139 is associated with similar

hinge portions that join adjacent polygonal portions in a rotatabie manner.

[0093] FIGS. 4-6 illustrate a schematic sequence of configurations for

a portion of auxetic structure 140 under a tensioning force applied along a

single axis or direction. Specifically, FIGS. 4-6 are intended to illustrate how

the geometric arrangements of voids 131 and sole portions 200 provide auxetic

properties to auxetic structure 140, thereby allowing portions of auxetic

structure 140 to expand in both the direction of applied tension and a direction

perpendicular to the direction of applied tension.

[0094] As shown in FIGS. 4-6, an exposed surface 230 of auxetic

structure 140 proceeds through various configurations as a result of an applied

tension in a linear direction (for example, the longitudinal direction). In

particular, the configuration of FIG. 4 may be associated with a compression

force 232 applied along a first direction and associated with a compression 234

along a second direction that is orthogonal to the first direction of compression



force 232. Additionally, the configurations of FIG. 5 may be associated with a

relaxed state. Finally, the configuration of FIG. 8 may be associated with a

tensioning force 236 applied along a first direction and associated with an

expansion 238 along a second direction that is orthogonal to the first direction

of tensioning force 236. It should be understood that the configurations are of

an outer surface of an auxetic structure and the configurations of the recessed

surface may remain constant. For example, as shown in FIG. 2 , the recessed

surface may be attached to the lower surface. In another example, the

recessed surface may be constrained by the lower surface.

[0095] Due to the specific geometric configuration for sole portions

200 and their attachment via hinge portions, the compression and expansion is

transformed into rotation of adjacent sole portions 200. For example, first

polygonal portion 201 and sixth polygonal portion 206 are rotated at hinge

portion 210. All of the remaining sole portions 200 are likewise rotated as voids

131 compress or expand. Thus, the relative spacing between adjacent sole

portions 200 changes according to the compression or expansion. For

example, as seen clearly in FIG. 4 , the relative spacing between first polygonal

portion 201 and sixth polygonal portion 206 (and thus the size of first radial

segment 141 of void 139} decreases with increased compression. In another

example, as seen clearly in FIG. 6 , the relative spacing between first polygonal

portion 201 and sixth polygonal portion 206 (and thus the size of first radial

segment 141 of void 139) increases with increased expansion

[0096] As the increase in relative spacing occurs in ail directions (due

to the symmetry of the original geometric pattern of voids), this results the

expansion of exposed surface 230 along a first direction as well as along a

second direction orthogonal to the first direction. For example, in the

exemplary embodiment of FIG. 4 , in the compression configuration, exposed

surface 230 initially has an initial size W 1 along a first linear direction (e.g., the

longitudinal direction) and an initial size L 1 along a second linear direction that

is orthogonal to the first direction (e.g., the lateral direction). In another

example, in the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 5 , in the relaxed configuration,

exposed surface 230 has a size W2 along a first linear direction (e.g., the



longitudinal direction) and a size L2 along a second linear direction that is

orthogonal to the first direction (e.g., the lateral direction). In the expansion

configuration of F G. 6 , exposed surface 230 has an increased size W3 in the

first direction and an increased size L3 in the second direction. Thus, it is clear

that the expansion of exposed surface 230 is not limited to expansion in the

tensioning direction.

[0097] n some embodiments, the amount of compression and/or

expansion (e.g., the ratio of the final size to the initial size) may be

approximately similar between the first direction and the second direction. In

other words, in some cases, exposed surface 230 may expand or contract by

the same relative amount in, for example, both the longitudinal direction and

the lateral direction n contrast, some other kinds of structures and/or

materials may contract in directions orthogonal to the direction of applied

expansion. It should be understood that an recessed surface of the auxetic

structure position on the opposite side from the exposed surface 230 may be

constrained due to, for example, an attachment to the upper. For example, the

recessed surface 207 may be constrained due to an attachment of the upper

surface 2 11 to upper 10 1 that bonds a substantial portion of the upper surface

2 11 to upper 101 (see FIG. 2).

[0098] In the exemplary embodiments shown in the figures, an

auxetic structure may be tensioned in the longitudinal direction or the lateral

direction. However, the arrangement discussed here for auxetic structures

comprised of voids surrounded by geometric portions provides a structure that

can expand or contract along any first direction along which tension is applied,

as well as along a second direction that is orthogonal to the first direction.

Moreover, it should be understood that the directions of expansion, namely the

first direction and the second direction, may generally be tangential to a surface

of the auxetic structure. In particular, the auxetic structures discussed here

may generally not expand in a vertical direction that is associated with a

thickness of the auxetic structure.

[0099] In certain embodiments, the base surface of the auxetic

structure changes a surface area in response to a compressive force. For



example, as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8 , the base surface 212 has a first surface

area 302 when not exposed to a compressive force. In the exampie, as shown

in FIGS. 9 and 10, the base surface 212 has a second surface area 304 when

exposed to the compressive force. In an exemplary embodiment, the second

surface area 304 may be greater than the first surface area 302. In other

words, the surface area of base surface 212 may expand under compression.

In some embodiments, the second surface area is at ieast five percent more

than the first surface area. For example, as shown, the second surface area

304 is at Ieast five percent more than the first surface area 302. In other

examples, the second surface area is more than the first surface area by at

least 10 percent, at Ieast 1 percent, at ieast 20 percent etc. In some

embodiments, the compressive force is associated with an impact of an article

on a playing surface. For example, the compressive force may be more than

1,000 Newtons.

[00100] in some embodiments, a compressive force modifies a

separation distance between the recessed surface and the base surface. For

example, as shown in FIGS. 8 and 10, a compressive force with a playing

surface 320 modifies a separation distance between the recessed surface 207

and the base surface 212 from non-compressed separation distance 306 to

compressed separation distance 308. In certain embodiments, the

compressive force reduces the separation distance such that the compressed

separation distance 308 is less than non-compressed separation distance 306

by at Ieast thirty percent, at Ieast twenty percent, at Ieast ten percent, at Ieast

five percent, etc. In various embodiments, the compressive force is in a

direction associated with a thickness of the auxetic structure.

[00101] In some embodiments, a compressive force modifies a

separation distance between the ground contacting surface of the protrusion

and the base surface. For exampie, as shown in FIGS. 8 and 10, a

compressive force with a playing surface 320 modifies a separation distance

between the ground contacting surface 108 of the protrusion 106 and the base

surface 212 from compressed separation distance 107 to compressed

separation distance 127. n certain embodiments, the compressive force



reduces the separation distance such that the compressed separation distance

127 is less than compressed separation distance 107 by at least thirty percent,

at least twenty percent, at least ten percent, at least five percent, etc. n

various embodiments, the compressive force is in a direction associated with a

thickness of the protrusion.

[00102] The separation distance between the recessed surface and

the base surface may be less than the separation distance between the ground

contacting surface of the protrusion and the base surface in some

embodiments, the non-compressed separation distance is less than the height

of the protrusion. For example, as shown in F G. 8 , non-compressed

separation distance 306 is less than the separation distance 107 between the

ground contacting surface 108 of the protrusion 106 and the base surface 212.

In another example, non-compressed separation distance 306 is less than the

compressed separation distance 127 between the ground contacting surface

108 of the protrusion 106 and the base surface 212. In certain embodiments,

the non-compressed separation distance is less than half the height, less than

3/4 the height, etc. For example, the non-compressed separation distance 306

is less than half the separation distance 107 and less than 3/4 the separation

distance 107. Similarly, in various embodiments, the compressed separation

distance is less than the separation distance of the protrusion. For example, as

shown in FIG. 10, compressed separation distance 308 is less than the

separation distance 107 of the protrusion 106. In another example, as shown

in FIG. 10, compressed separation distance 308 is less than the compressed

separation distance 127 of the protrusion 106. In certain embodiments, the

compressed separation distance is less than half the separation distance, less

than 3/4 the separation distance, etc. For example, the compressed separation

distance 308 is less than half the separation distance 107 and less than 3/4 the

separation distance 107.

[00103] In certain embodiments, surface areas of portions of voids

change differently in response to the compressive force. For example, as

discussed with respect to FIGS. 4-6, polygonal portion 201 and sixth polygonal

portion 206 are rotated at hinge portion 210. In FIGS. 8 and 10, reference is



made to a first void portion 310 and a second void portion 312 of first radial

segment 14 1 of void 139. As seen in FIG. 8 , first void portion 3 10 may be

disposed closer to a center of void 139, while second void portion 312 may be

disposed proximate to hinge portion 210 . Moreover, first void portion 3 10 may

be associated with a non-compressed area 313 , which may generally have a

polygonal shape. Also, second void portion 3 12 may be associated with a non-

compressed area 3 16 , which may generally have a rounded shape.

[001 04] Accordingly, in various embodiments, a compressive force

may decrease a surface area of a first void portion 310 more than a second

void portion 312 . For example, as shown in FIGS. 8 and 10 , a compressive

force may decrease the first void portion 310 from a non-compressed area 3 13

to a compressed area 3 14 . In another example, as shown in FIGS. 8 and 10 , a

compressive force may decrease the second void portion 3 12 from a non-

compressed area 3 16 to a compressed area 318 . As clearly shown, the area

of first void portion 3 10 is decreased much more than the area of second void

portion 312 . In some cases, for example, the associated decrease in the area

of first void portion 3 10 could be ten percent greater than the associated

decrease in the area of second void portion 312 .

[00 05] In some embodiments, the difference in changes to portions of

the voids facilitates a deciogging function of the sole. For example, as

illustrated in FIG. 11, the auxetic structure 140 may help to remove debris 322

from the sole 102.

[001 06] Accordingly, in some embodiments, the addition of the auxetic

structure, as described in the various embodiments, may improve a non-

clogging property of a resulting article. In some embodiments, an adherence of

debris onto the base surface may be at least fifteen percent less than an

adherence of debris onto a control sole. For example, an adherence of debris

322 onto the base surface 2 12 may be at least fifteen percent less than an

adherence of debris onto a control sole. n some embodiments, the control

sole may be identical to the sole structure except that the control sole does not

include the auxetic structure. For example, the control sole may be identical to



the sole 102 except that the control sole does not include the auxetic structure

140.

[00107] Moreover, in various embodiments, the addition of the auxetic

structure, as described in the various embodiments, may improve a non-

dogging performance of a resulting article. In some embodiments, following a

30 minute wear test on a wet grass field, a weight o debris adsorbed to the

base surface may be at least fifteen percent less than a weight of debris

adsorbed to a control sole. For example, following a 30 minute wear test on a

wet grass field, a weight of debris adsorbed to the base surface 212 may be at

least fifteen percent less than a weight of debris adsorbed to a control sole. In

various embodiments, the control sole may be identical to the sole structure

except that the control sole does not include the auxetic structure (not shown).

[00108] In various embodiments, such a removal of debris is a result

of sheer force on the outer surface when exposed to a compressive force. For

example, as shown in FIGS. 12-15, decompression of the auxetic structure 140

may cause a sheer force that helps to remove debris from the article 100. As

shown in FIG. 12, a compressive force may result in the auxetic structure 140

having a height 340. In the example, the height 340 may be between the base

surface 212 and the recessed surface 207. As shown in FIG. 13, the auxetic

structure 140 expands outward as it decompresses resulting in height 342.

Next, as shown in FIG. 14, the auxetic structure 140 expands outward as it

decompresses resulting in height 344. Finally, as shown in FIG 15, the auxetic

structure 140 has a height 348 when in an uncompressed state that is greater

than the height 344. As discussed further, the auxetic structure 140 changing

from height 340 to height 346 may result in sheer forces on the base surface

212 that help to remove debris 322.

[001 09] The sheer force may result from changing surface areas of the

auxetic structure during a decompression of the auxetic structure. In some

embodiments, such a change in surface area may be due to a change in

relative lengths between the recessed surface of the auxetic structure and the

outer surface of the auxetic structure. For example, as shown in FIG. 12, the

recessed surface 207 of the portion 324 has a length 350 that is smaller than



the length 352 of the base surface 212. As shown in FIG 13, the base surface

212 of the portion 324 reduces from length 352 to iength 354 during a first

stage of uncompressing. Next, as shown in FIG. 14, the base surface 212 of

the portion 324 reduces from Iength 354 to length 356 during a second stage of

uncompressing. Finally, as shown in FIG. 15, the base surface 212 of the

portion 324 has a length 358 that is less than iength 356 while in an

uncompressed state. In some embodiments, such a reduction n Iength in the

outer surface may result in sheer forces that help to remove debris from the

outer surface. For example, such a relative reduction in Iength in the base

surface 212 from iength 352 to Iength 358 may result in sheer forces on the

base surface 212 that help to remove debris 322 from the base surface 212.

[00 0] In some embodiments, the Iength of the recessed surface may

remain constant during a decompression of the auxetic structure. For example,

as shown in FIGS. 12-15, the recessed surface 207 may remain within ten

percent of the Iength 350 during a decompression of the auxetic structure 140.

Additionally, the length of the recessed surface may remain constant while a

Iength of the outer surface may change. For example, as shown in FIGS. 12-

15, the recessed surface 207 may remain within ten percent of the Iength 350

while the base surface 212 changes from Iength 352 to iength 358.

[001 ] The relative lengths between the recessed surface of the

auxetic structure and the outer surface of the auxetic structure may vary. In

some embodiments, the Iength of the recessed surface is equal to the iength of

the base surface while in an uncompressed state. For example, as shown in

FIG. 15, the iength 350 of the recessed surface 207 is equal to the iength 358

of the base surface 212 while in an uncompressed state. n other

embodiments, the relative lengths are different during an uncompressed state

(not shown).

[001 2] in some instances, the sheer force may result from changes in

a relative spacing between adjacent polygonal portions. For example, as

shown in FIG. 12, the first polygonal portion 201 is spaced from the sixth

polygonal portion 206 at the second void portion 312 by a iength 360. In the

example, the first polygonal portion 201 is spaced from the sixth polygonal



portion 206 at the first void portion 3 by a length 362 that is smaller than

length 360. Next, as shown in FIG. 13, during a first stage of uncompressing,

the spacing between the first polygonal portion 201 and the sixth polygonal

portion 206 expands from length 362 to length 364 at the first void portion 310.

Further, as shown in FIG. 14, during a second stage of uncompressing, the

spacing between the first polygonal portion 201 and the sixth polygonal portion

206 expands from length 364 to length 366 at the first void portion 310. Finally,

as shown in FIG 1 , while in an uncompressed state, the spacing between the

first polygonal portion 201 and the sixth polygonal portion 206 has a length 368

that is greater than length 366. In certain embodiments, such an increase in

relative spacing between adjacent polygonal portions may result in sheer forces

that help to remove debris from the outer surface. For example, such an

increase in the first void portion 310 from the length 362 to the length 368 may

result in sheer forces that help to remove debris 322 from the base surface

212.

[001 3] In some embodiments, the length at the polygonal void portion

may remain constant during a decompression of the auxetic structure. For

example, as shown in FIGS. 12-15, length 360 at second void portion 312

during a decompression of the auxetic structure may remain within ten percent

of length 360 during while in an uncompressed state. Additionally, the length at

the second void portion during a decompression of the auxetic structure may

remain constant while a length of the outer surface may change. For example,

as shown in FIGS. 12-15, the length 360 at the second void portion 312 may

remain constant while the first void portion 310 changes from length 362 to

length 368.

[001 14] The relative spacing between adjacent polygonal portions at

the polygonal void portion and at the hinge void portion may vary. In some

embodiments, the spacing between adjacent polygonal portions at the

polygonal void portion and at the hinge void portion may be equal while in an

uncompressed state. For example, as shown in FIG. 15, the length 360 at the

second void portion 312 is equal to the length 368 at the first void portion 310



while in an uncompressed state n other embodiments, the relative lengths are

different during an uncompressed state (not shown).

[001 5] While various embodiments have been described, the

description is intended to be exemplary, rather than limiting and it will be

apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that many more embodiments and

implementations are possible that are within the scope of the embodiments.

Accordingly, the embodiments are not to be restricted except in light of the

attached claims and their equivalents. Also, various modifications and changes

may be made within the scope of the attached claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED S:

1. A sole structure comprising:

a sole having an upper surface and a base surface;

wherein the base surface includes a ground contacting surface and a

base surface, the base surface being closer to the upper surface than the

ground contacting surface; and

wherein an auxetic structure is integrally formed into the base surface.

2 . The sole structure according to claim 1, wherein the auxetic structure

includes a tristar-shaped pattern .

3 . The sole structure according to claim 2 , wherein the tristar-shaped

pattern comprises a plurality of tristar-shaped voids, each tristar-shaped void

comprising a center and three radial segments extending from the center.

4 . The sole structure according to claim 3 , wherein a first tristar-shaped

void of the plurality of tristar-shaped voids includes a first radial segment, a

second radial segment, and a third radial segment; and

wherein the first radial segment, the second radial segment, and the

third radial segment are substantially equal in length .

5 . The sole structure according to claim 4 , wherein the first radial segment

has a first length of between 1/50 and 1/2 of a separation distance between the

ground contacting surface and the base surface.



8 . The sole structure according to any one of claims 4-5, wherein the first

radial segment has a first central angle with the second radial segment and

wherein the first radial segment has a second central angle with the third radial

segment; and

wherein the first central angle and the second central angle are

substantially equal.

7 . The sole structure according to any one of claims 4-6, wherein the first

radial segment is substantially aligned with a radial segment of another one of

the plurality of tristar-shaped voids.

8 . The sole structure according to claim 1, wherein the auxetic structure

includes a recessed surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface;

wherein the auxetic structure increases a surface area of the base

surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure; and

wherein the compressive force is greater than ,000 newtons.

9 . The sole structure according to claim 8 , wherein the compressive force

results in a first increase in a first surface area of a first portion of the base

surface and wherein the compressive force results in a second increase in a

second surface area of a second portion of the base surface; and

wherein the first increase is at least five percent greater than the second

increase.

10. The sole structure according to claim 9 , wherein the auxetic structure

has a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a separation distance between the ground

contacting surface and the base surface.

1. The sole structure according to claim 1, wherein the sole has a first

ground contacting element and a second ground contacting element;



wherein the auxetic structure separates the first ground contacting

element and the second ground contacting element;

wherein the first ground contacting element has a first ground contacting

surface and wherein the second ground contacting element has a second

ground contacting surface;

wherein the first ground contacting surface and the second ground

contacting surface form the ground contacting surface;

wherein the auxetic structure includes a recessed surface;

wherein the recessed surface is spaced closer to the upper surface than

the base surface; and

wherein the auxetic structure increases a surface area of the base

surface in response to a compressive force applied to the auxetic structure

reducing a separation distance between the recessed surface and the base

surface.

12. The sole structure according to claim , wherein the auxetic structure is

constrained between the first ground contacting element and the second

ground contacting element;

wherein the auxetic structure is configured to move in a first direction,

the first direction being normal to the bottom surface; and

wherein the auxetic structure is configured to move in a second

direction, the second direction being perpendicular to the first direction.

3 . The sole structure according to any one of claims 1-12, wherein the

upper surface is attached to an upper of an article of footwear.



14. The sole structure according to any one of claims 1-13, wherein an

adherence of debris onto the base surface is at least 1 % less than an

adherence of debris onto a control sole;

wherein the control sole is identical to the sole structure except that the

control sole does not include the auxetic structure; and

wherein the control sole includes a control base surface without an

auxetic structure formed into the control base surface.

15. The sole structure according to an one of claims 1-13, wherein,

following a 30 minute wear test on a wet grass field, a weight of debris

adsorbed to the base surface is at least 15% less than a weight of debris

adsorbed to a control sole;

wherein the control sole is identical to the sole structure except that the

control sole does not include the auxetic structure; and

wherein the control sole includes a control base surface without an

auxetic structure formed into the control base surface.

16. A method of manufacturing a sole structure comprising:

forming a sole having an upper surface and a base surface;

wherein the base surface includes a ground contacting surface and a

base surface, the base surface being closer to the upper surface than the

ground contacting surface; and

wherein an auxetic structure is integrally formed into the base surface.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein the auxetic structure

includes a recessed surface, the recessed surface being spaced closer to the

upper surface than the base surface;

wherein the auxetic structure increases a surface area of the base

surface by at least five percent in response to a compressive force applied to

the auxetic structure; and

wherein the compressive force is greater than 1,000 newtons.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein the compressive force



results in a first increase in a first surface area of a first portion of the base

surface and wherein the compressive force results in a second increase in a

second surface area of a second portion of the base surface; and

wherein the first increase is at least five percent greater than the second

increase.

19. The method according to any one of claims 16-18, wherein the auxetic

structure has a thickness of 1/50 to 1/2 a separation distance between the

ground contacting surface and the base surface.

20. The method according to any one of claims 16-19, further comprising:

providing an upper of an article of footwear; and

attaching the upper to the upper surface.
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